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Hello, baker.

There’s so much to learn about the wide world of gluten-free 

baking: techniques, ingredients, best practices, and how/when 

to break the rules.

You know this though—it’s likely why you’re reading this.  

At some point, all of us have stood in the gluten-free baking 

aisle scratching our head wondering:

Can I substitute brown rice flour for wheat flour? 

What can you do with chickpea flour? 

Is arrowroot flour the same as arrowroot starch? 

Can I use coconut flour to bake a loaf of bread?

You’ve likely also walked right out of that aisle overwhelmed  

with all of the choices. 

Well, gluten-free baking is a lot like learning a new language.  

So, we’ve created this little guide to help you find confidence 

with some of the new ingredients. 

Our comprehensive courses can help you with the rest:  

the techniques, recipes, step-by-step videos, and deep dives 

into myriad possibilities for it all. 

Let’s bake! 

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Whole-Grain 

Flours 101
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Ultimately, with gluten-free baking, you’ll need a blend of flours,  

special binders, and sometimes starches, to replicate the properties 

of gluten-full breads. There really isn’t one whole-grain, gluten-free 

flour that can do the heavy lifting in a recipe like wheat flour can. 

Some comes close when used with other ingredients, but ultimately, 

blends are where it’s at.

See, each gluten-free flour has special characteristics, flavors, and 

baked results. A gluten-free loaf of bread is a lot like a party, and with 

any good party, you need a variety of people there to make it really 

special and memorable. 

This eBook is an overview of some common gluten-free flours, how 

we like to use them, and what you can expect them to act, taste, and 

look like. 

Note that the images are from boules of gluten-free bread 

made with only one flour—so you can note the differences. 

Again, for the ultimate breads, we recommend blends. And we have 

loads of blends and recipes to try in our gluten-free baking courses 

like English muffins, focaccia, pizza crust, sourdough, sandwich 

loaves, pastry, cookies, tortillas, baguette, cinnamon rolls, flatbreads, 

crackers, and so much more. 

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Brown Rice Flour

A slightly sandy, neutral-flavored flour that’s used quite often in a 
whole-grain, gluten-free flour blend because it can help replicate a 
wheat-based bake. If you’ll be baking often, especially with our 
courses, keep a bag stocked at all times. 

Baked texture/color/flavor: tight crumb, medium-pale color, some-
what moist crumb. Rice-y, slightly sweet, somewhat neutral flavor.

Substitutions: you can usually replace with sorghum or hulled/light 
buckwheat flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. Note textural differences and 
flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate outcome (for 
example, hulled buckwheat will add nutty, distinct buckwheat flavor).

Buckwheat Flour

Dark buckwheat flour is made from unhulled groats and it will make 
a bread all about this unique nutty flavor and dark color. If you can 
find, or make your own buckwheat flour using hulled groats, it’s great 
base flour for a blend that strives to replicates a wheat-based loaf. 

Baked texture/color/flavor: unhulled flour yields a dense, dry crumb 
with dark color and distinct, strong buckwheat nuttiness. Hulled 
buckwheat flour is very comparable to brown rice and sorghum flour 
in texture/light color but with a milder-but-distinct buckwheat flavor. 

Substitutions: you can usually replace hulled buckwheat flour with 
sorghum or brown rice flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. For unhulled 
buckwheat flour there really isn’t anything like it flavor-wise, but for 
dark color in a blend, you can use teff flour instead. Note textural 
differences and flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate 
outcome (for example: teff adds moisture).

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Chickpea Flour

A great addition to a flour blend in small amounts due to its binding 
properties, this golden flour also can be a hero flour adding strong, 
distinct chickpea flavor to bakes that benefit from this flavor profile. 

Baked texture/color: firm and bubble-filled moist crumb, golden 
color inside and a gorgeous brown crust outside.

Flavor (once baked): what starts out as slightly grassy when raw, it 
bakes up into unmistakable chickpea flavor.

Substitutions: chickpea flour is usually called for in a recipe for a 
reason: it’s all about the chickpea flavor or the binding properties, or 
both. In general, we don’t recommend a 1:1 swap, but when it comes 
to particular recipes in our courses, we will specifically list what you 
can swap, and how, whenever possible.

Teff Flour (dark)

A delicious, moisture-rich flour that’s delicious in a flour blend,  
helping to add binding power and bouncy crumb. 

Baked texture/color/flavor: small-air-bubble-filled crumb, dark  
almost reddish color, and very moist texture with a nutty, earthy 
flavor.

Substitutions: you can usually replace with another color of teff flour, 
or oat flour (which has similar moisture properties) at a 1:1 ratio in a 
blend. Note textural differences and flavors unique to each substitu-
tion to help anticipate outcome.

Teff Flour (light)

Overall, almost identical to dark teff flour but baked color is lighter/
khaki and the flavor is a bit less nutty and earthy than dark teff.

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Millet Flour

A denser flour that bakes up light and slightly golden—good in a 
blend that aims to have a medium density crumb (less tight, more 
bubbles) that replicates a wheat-based bread.

Baked texture/color/flavor: medium crumb that allows for air bub-
bles when used in a blend, golden color, neutral and slightly sweet 
flavor. 

Substitutions: you can usually replace with sorghum, hulled/light 
buckwheat flour, or rice flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. Note textural 
differences and flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate 
outcome.

Oat Flour

Incredible flour in a blend, or even as the hero when trying to repli-
cate conventional wheat breads. It‘s high moisture allows it to 
stretch well and create bubble-filled crumb. If you have Celiac dis-
ease or a strong aversion to wheat, secure oat flour from certified 
gluten-free suppliers since it can be subject to manufacturing and 
crop contamination.

Baked texture/color/flavor: loose, bubble-filled, high moisture,  
bouncy crumb and dark tan color. Slightly sweet, oat-y flavor that is 
very wheat-bread like.

Substitutions: you can usually replace oat flour with sorghum or 
brown rice flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. Note textural differences  
and flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate outcome 
(for example: brown rice and sorghum will yield a tighter crumb).

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Quinoa Flour

A flavorful flour that bakes up light and slightly golden—good in a 
blend that aims to have a medium density crumb (less tight, more 
bubbles) that replicates a wheat-based bread. Yields excellent flavor 
and structure (due to high protein) in a sourdough blend.

Baked texture/color/flavor: when raw, this flour is grassy and astrin-
gent in flavor, but when fermented and baked, or pre-toasted before 
adding to a flour blend, it adds delicious nuance to a bread. Golden-
tan colored interior and helps create a gorgeous brown crust.

Substitutions: you can usually replace with sorghum, hulled/light 
buckwheat flour, or rice flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. Note textural 
differences and flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate 
outcome.

Sorghum Flour

A slightly sandy, neutral-flavored flour that’s used quite often in a 
whole-grain, gluten-free flour blend because it can help replicate a 
wheat-based bake. If you’ll be baking often, especially with our 
courses, keep a bag stocked at all times. 

Baked texture/color/flavor: tight crumb, medium-pale color, some-
what moist crumb. Slightly sweet, somewhat neutral flavor.

Substitutions: you can usually replace with brown rice or hulled/light 
buckwheat flour at a 1:1 ratio in a blend. Note textural differences and 
flavors unique to each substitution to help anticipate outcome (for 
example, hulled buckwheat will add nutty, distinct buckwheat flavor).

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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A few more thoughts about other flours...

Arrowroot Flour

AKA arrowroot starch, this flour helps create the magic needed to replace 
gluten when used with binders. It helps to create bigger bubbles in a 
crumb:

You can substitute it in recipes with equal amounts of tapioca starch  
(not tapioca flour).

Almond Flour

A high-moisture flour that’s ideal for creating a cake-like crumb. We prefer 
blanched almond flour for color and lightness in a flour blend. The bitter 
skins have been removed from the almonds before milling. You can use 
almond meal in many recipes, but color will be darker, flavor will be less 
neutral (with bitter notes), and the crumb will likely be claggy and dense.

Coconut flour

You may see this flour used in many gluten-free recipes, but we find that it 
is best used in recipes with eggs. Eggs help this very dense flour lift, and in 
gluten-free, egg-free recipes coconut flour can impede a good rise. It’s 
short crumb is good in a blend for baked goods that don’t need high rise 
and lift like shortbread and crackers.

NO ARROWROOT WITH ARROWROOT

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Storing Tips for 

Common Baking 

Ingredients
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Flours

Natural oils in fresh-milled, or packaged whole-grain flours can go rancid after 
some time if exposed to extreme heat and/or if not stored properly. This is  
why most flours on store shelves are processed—to strip away the delicate  
(nutritious, flavorful) components of an ingredient to extend shelf life.

Make the most of your purchases and store whole-grain, gluten-free flours (or 
whole grains) in airtight glass containers or packages in the coldest part of the 
fridge for the longest shelf life. A cool, dry pantry works well, too, especially if  
you’ll be using the flours within 4–6 weeks. You can freeze flours, but we don’t 
recommend it. The freezer can impart freezer-burn flavors/odors into the goods.

Nuts & Seeds

Natural oils in raw nuts and seeds (and their flours) are also susceptible to rancidity 
and are best stored out of direct sunlight, in cool, dry conditions. The pantry works 
well if you’ll be using these ingredients within 3–4 weeks. If you need to store longer, 
store in the fridge for the longest shelf life—up to 3 months or more. We don’t 
recommend freezing—it can impart undesirable flavors and odors.

Active-dry yeast

Yeast also wants to be stored in cool, dry conditions for the longest shelf life. In 
storage, warmth and humidity can prematurely activate the yeast, rendering it 
dead or at reduced vitality when you need it. If you want your breads to rise high 
and quickly, keep active-dry yeast in an airtight container in the fridge. Once 
opened, it can last up to 4 months if kept in the refrigerator. We don’t recommend 
freezing it—extreme cold can compromise the vitality.

Sourdough starter

When not being activated for baking, starter wants to be stored in the fridge in an 
airtight, glass container with a solid lid. It can survive in there for years if it’s fed 
every few weeks (and if you forget about it, you can likely revive it anyway). We  
have loads of tips for drying, using, and storing starter in Gluten-Free Bread Basics.

https://goodfoodcookingschool.com/
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Master gluten-free  
baking with the many  
opportunities to  
learn more:

GLUTEN-FREE PUFF PASTRY

COURSE

COURSE COURSE

RECIPE BUNDLE

GLUTEN-FREE COOKIES

COURSE

GLUTEN-FREE YEASTED BREADS

RECIPE CLUB

JUST GF BREAD RECIPES

GLUTEN-FREE FLATBREADS, 

QUICK BREADS, YEASTED 

BREADS & SOURDOUGH

GF PIE CRUSTS, PIE & COOKIES

SEE ALL COURSES
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